
Hello, my name is Bára
Bedřichová, I am sixteen
years old and I am from
Czech Republic. I live in a
small village named Pičín and
I attend the secondary
grammar school in Dobříš (it
is about 50 kilometres south
of Prague). I inhabit a family
house with a big garden  with
my parents and my thirteen
years old brother. He attends
the secondary grammar school
in Dobříš too. We don't have
any dogs because I have a fear
from them but we have a little
cute chinchila named Čiko.

A large part of my life
is affected by scouting. I have
lots of  friends there and I am
proud to be scout. It is my life
direction. We often go on
some trips to the nature, we
meet a lot of new people and we learn new things. So I realy love being in the nature and 
enjoying the silence but on the other hand I like social life in the town, having a coffee with 
my friends in cafe, going shopping or perhaps noisy concerts of my favorite bands, theatres 
and cinemas. Last year I found a new hobby. I started visiting some lessons of ballroom 
dance and I fell in love with dancing. So in the winter I realy like going to balls and dancing
all night.

Recently I have also spent a lot of time climbing a rocks and jogging but beyond that 
I do also calmer activities. I realy love drawing portraits of people or reading books. My 
favorite writers are Paulo Coelho and George Orwell but beyond prose I like also poetry. 
Lately I have been reading only poems like sonets by William Shakespeare or poems of 
Edgar Allan Poe and other czech poems.

I love cooking and baking and I often invent some new recipes. I like a healthy 
cuisine so I often use unusual foodstuffs and I like shopping in the shops with healthy food. 
My best friend likes cooking and baking as well so we often cook some meals together. 
Lately it has been mostly cheesecakes and other cakes but we also try french cuisine 
because in our school we have lessons of French and we realy like it. Besides cooking and 
baking I love eating new meals and trying new cuisines which is naturally the best in its 
own countries. And that is the last thing I would like to talk about – traveling. Every year I 
go on holidays with my parents and every year we try to visit a new country and learn 
something new about it. I love mountains so every year I try to conquer a new peak and beat
my score of altitude.

Surely there are many other thing I like to do so you can contact me on facebook 
where my name is Bára Bedřichová.



Me (on the right) with my friends during a 
dancing lesson

Me (on the left) holding with my best friend on our scout trip

My latest picture of Marylin Monroe


